BUSINESS AUTOMATION SOFTWARE FOR PRINT AND PACKAGING

EFI Auto-Count Visibility Modules

Auto-Count Performance Dashboard

The Auto-Count® Performance Dashboard provides distance viewing of job progress, giving your team real-time visibility into the status of the current run. The dashboard uses graphical elements and color indicators to keep your entire team engaged in the production process, providing key production metrics without requiring them to review information on the Auto-Count desktop monitor.

Auto-Count PlantView

The Auto-Count PlantView module provides a consolidated, real-time view of the status of up to six devices on a single large-format monitor. With PlantView, managers and production teams can see, at a glance, what equipment is active, what jobs are running, where we are in the run, and how we are performing against expectations.

Auto-Count Shop Floor Production Intelligence

The Performance Dashboard and Plant View modules enhance the overall impact of your Auto-Count Direct Machine Interface (DMI) solution. Auto-Count provides advanced Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) for printing and packaging operations.

Today’s shorter runs and faster equipment make it more important than ever to have accurate, up-to-the-minute production data. Auto-Count automates the collection of critical information, in real time, directly from your equipment. With Auto-Count, you have the information needed to optimize shop floor performance, prevent costly mistakes, reduce waste and better manage your entire operation.
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EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their visions and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio. Our powerful servers; controllers; RIPs; inkjet printers, and precise color and imaging solutions help companies increase their brand recognition and market reach on signs, buildings, bus wraps, graphic displays and more. Our business automation software helps companies work faster and more cost-effectively. Our office, enterprise and mobile cloud solutions help companies create, access, and communicate impactful information that can win them more business.